Hexagonal miniature connectors are a natural choice for small portable field equipment, aircraft and instruments that require field assembly. Coupled with safety provisions against disconnected plug contact forces or shock, heating hoods and over-volt contact arrangements eliminate possibility of incorrect engagement. Vibration spring with matching dovetail lock spring, clamps and locks plug and socket against accidental separation.

### Electrical and Mechanical Ratings

- Voltage Rating: 250 VAC, 300 VDC
- Current Rating: 4 A continuous, 10 A impulse
- Contact Resistance: 200 mΩ max
- Contact Spacing: 0.060 in
- Contact Diameter: 0.125 in
- Contact Material: Bronze
- Panel Mounting: Snap-in or Screw-in

### Panel Mounting Hole Layouts

- C1 - 20 & C4 - 20
- C5 - 20 to C10 - 20

SEE PAGE 36 FOR HEXAGONAL HOODS